
In the past ArrowTrade has pro-
filed people working in most
parts of the archery industry,

from ad agencies to manufacturing
plants. We’ve interviewed the deci-
sion makers at wholesalers like
Kinsey’s and Pape’s and we’ve told
you what it is like to head up a major
sales representative group.

One category we’ve never
explored before is that of the writers
who play a key role in transmitting
information throughout the indus-
try. While deer hunting in Ohio this
past fall I had an opportunity to
interview one of the better known
full-time writers in this industry
about the role a good outdoor writer
plays and how he personally built up
his writing career.

Bob Humphrey was fascinated
with wildlife and the outdoors as a
child. He grew up watching nature
programs on television like Capture
and the long-running Wild Kingdom.
He majored in biology at the
University of Massachusetts in
Amherst, figuring he’d get a job with
a state or federal wildlife agency
upon graduation. The job market
was soft in 1982, though, so he and a
buddy packed up a truck and headed
to Alaska. “He was pretty much out
of money when we got there and I
was close to it, so we did what pretty
much everyone does when they
arrive in Alaska with little money, we
got a job in a salmon processing
plant.”

I had heard horror stories about
how grueling fish cannery work is,
and Humphrey confirmed them.
“We started at 5 o'clock on a Friday
afternoon. The first break that we
had that was longer than an hour
was Sunday afternoon at 4. From
Friday evening until Sunday after-
noon we got a total of just four hours
off. We worked something like 105

hours in 5 days.”
Typically salmon season was two

days a week, but Humphrey was
lucky, at least in a financial sense,
that an emergency season opening
meant the boats could be fishing
seven days a week until August 15.
“So for six weeks straight, every two
days we’d get a six hour break (to
sleep).”  The long hours added up to
a pretty good wad of cash, but the
jobs in Alaska dry up in the winter so
he got on a plane and flew home.
Hunting and odd jobs helped occupy
him until the next Alaska fishing sea-
son, when he returned to his salmon
processing position. 

“I came home again and landed
a temporary position with the US
Fish and Wildlife Service. I was hired
for my boat experience more than
for my wildlife background. It was an
island refuge and we were part of the
gull control program. They were try-
ing to open up areas for terns to nest

in. So essentially I was a government
hunter, hired and paid to kill gulls. It
was almost a dream job. They pro-
vided guns, ammo, boats, lodging
and said go out on this refuge and
kill as many gulls as you can.”

Humphrey took over as manager
of that satellite refuge near Cape
Cod, Massachusetts when a more
senior employee was transferred.
The hired gun aspect only lasted a
year, but it was a great environment
for doing research and he was
accepted into graduate school at the
University of Massachusetts based
on a research proposal he wrote. “I
would work spring and summer at
the refuge, take classes in the fall,
work on my research in the fall and
winter, and then head back down to
Cape Cod. I did that for three years.”

The federal agency Humphrey
worked for had a co-op education
program with the university, which
should have guaranteed there would
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Bob Humphrey with my his first Merriam’s turkey. Humphrey is believed to be the first
hunter to take all four types of wild turkey with a crossbow .
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be a position for him as an assistant
refuge manager once that higher
degree was earned. He might never
have become known in the outdoor
industry, except for a preferential
hiring rule within the federal agency.

“A month before I graduated a
woman came along who had been in
the Peace Corps. Because she was a
woman and because she had been in
the Peace Corps she had preference
points, and they had to give her the
job,” Humphrey explained. “They
offered me a job as a fish hatchery
technician. I said with seven years of
college, a master’s degree and three
years field experience; I’m not going
to feed fish. So they said, well, the
only other thing we will offer you is a
wildlife agent at Kennedy Airport,
which is inspecting wildlife parts

that come into the country, and liv-
ing in New York City.”

Humphrey wasn’t going to take
an entry level position that required
him to live in a major metropolitan
area, but the years with the agency
were not wasted. The fellow he’d
originally worked in gull control with
had left the US Fish and Wildlife
Service to start a consulting business
and offered Humphrey a temporary
position. The business grew, his role
grew, and for seven years he stayed
busy with projects that made good
use of his education and experience.
“It was a whole gamut of things from
doing aerial surveys of winter deer
yards, locating, mapping and evalu-
ating waterfowl breeding habitat,
delineating wetland boundaries for
developers, environmental assess-

ments, forest management plans,
lots of permit work.”

Humphrey then launched his
own consulting business, and found
he had plenty of free time between
jobs. Instead of viewing the down
time as a problem; he viewed it as an
opportunity. A good friend had had
several articles published in national
magazines and that proved an inspi-
ration. “Hunting very clearly was a
passion in my life. So I thought,
wouldn’t it be neat if I could find a
way to make a living out of my pas-
sion.” While he began to seek work as
an outdoor writer, Humphrey also
passed the demanding written and
oral tests to become a Registered
Maine Guide, allowing him to guide
hunters and fishermen for pay.  “To
start with it was mainly striper fish-
ermen and turkey hunters with the
occasional deer or bear hunter. I did
some booking for other guides, did
the consulting, and began to write.”

Almost immediately Humphrey
landed a monthly column with a
regional tabloid, a column he called
the Northwoods Naturalist. Next
came assignments to write for the
regional edition of Game and Fish
Publications. “I did the basic bottom
rung work: New England's Best Bass
Lakes, New England's Best Trout
Waters, New England's Best Deer
Hunt Spots.” Each assignment came
with detailed instructions, such as
“This is a 1500 word story. Describe
the top five bass lakes in the north-
east. Interview a game biologist for
each state, give a description of the
waters, where the best fishing
occurs, when it occurs and provide
direction to public access areas.”

“I quickly discovered that I
enjoyed writing almost as much as I
enjoyed hunting,” Humphrey
recalled. “I would get up in the
morning and I couldn’t get to my

Gain for the Outdoor Industry
By Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn
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Back in 2003 Humphrey stopped into the Bangor, Maine radio station to do a radio
interview with Wiggie Robinson. The interview was an opportunity for the writer to pro-
mote his first book.
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computer fast enough. I hated to
break for lunch, I hated to break for
dinner and I couldn’t wait until after
dinner to get back at my computer
and write some more.”

At first there’s a certain thrill to
seeing your name as the author of an
article, but Humphrey got a lasting
satisfaction from writing. He found
he was able to put thoughts into
words and words into paragraphs
that clearly communicated a mes-
sage to other people. That talent
gave him the same type of satisfac-
tion as he got from the teaching he
did while in graduate school. He also
told me “Some of it is just intangible,
you write something and step back
and take a deep breath and say
‘Wow, did I write that.’”

“I very quickly learned some of
the secrets to being successful as a
writer, which helped me advance my
career,” Humphrey continued.
“Number one, follow directions. Very
simple, but a lot of people don’t do it.
I got a lot of work because editors
were frustrated. They would send
somebody an assignment that says ‘I
want 1,500 words on the top places
to find public land deer hunts in
New England.’  Someone would send
back a story about a place where
they hunted and shot a deer, or
they’d send 2,500 words. If 1,500
words are what they ask for, then you
give them 1,500 words. “

“Number 2 is you have to be able
to write.” Humphrey likes to think of
the writers he competes with for
work as falling into three categories.
The first category includes the guys
who went to journalism school to
learn to write but who have varying
degrees of outdoor experience. “The
second group includes Joe Hunter
who always wanted to be an outdoor
writer. But he can’t conjugate a word
or write a complete sentence or
punctuate a paragraph to save his
life, which drives editors absolutely
crazy.”

In Humphrey’s view, the third
and smallest group includes those
who have both extensive woods
experience and the ability to write. “I
had both, because I had a very
strong technical writing concentra-
tion in grad school.  Good writing is

good writing, the only difference
between technical writing and pop-
ular is in popular I get to use adjec-
tives. Plus, I had a background in
wildlife biology, which gave me an
edge over everyone else in group
three, because I had the unique abil-
ity to translate technical journal
writing into popular writing.
Everyone criticizes biologists for
being dry, formal and stuffy, and
they are. Most of the stuff they write
isn’t worth spending the time to read
unless you’re another scientist. But I
could understand what they were
trying to say and then put it into
words people could understand and
actually enjoy. “

Humphrey had one more secret
of being a successful outdoor writer
to pass along, which is to turn the
article in by the deadline. “So by fol-
lowing those simple rules, I was very
quickly able to move up through the
ranks as a writer.”

Humphrey sold his first articles
14 years ago, at the same time he and
his wife had their first child, and for
the past seven years he has been one
of a handful of outdoor writers who
work full-time in the business. I
imagine people who only see his
articles in their favorite publication
consider it a pretty cushy life that
involves frequent hunts. In reality,
Humphrey has to meet multiple

deadlines every month and in
between is always working to secure
additional assignments. Spring and
fall he does a weekly newspaper col-
umn. Each month he writes a col-
umn for a regional tabloid. Wildfowl
Magazine has him doing three
columns every month. He’s the
whitetails columnist for Petersen’s
Bowhunting Magazine, so that’s
another nine deadlines a year on top
of any additional features Editor
Christian Berg may assign him. Over
at Buckmasters Whitetail magazine,
Executive Editor Ken Piper relies on
Bob Humphrey for one or two arti-
cles each issue.

Humphrey fills in between these
assignments with what’s called free-
lance writing, where he contacts
other publications to obtain assign-
ments for single or multiple stories.
That’s why you’ve also seen his
byline in Bowhunter, Bowhunting
World, Bow and Arrow Hunting, and
Bowhunt America, and why you may
see it in ArrowTrade in the future.  He
also does anonymous copywriting
for press releases and ads, working
with agencies or the manufacturers
directly.

Humphrey’s reputation for hon-
esty has been instrumental in help-
ing him support his family as a full-
time outdoor writer. “The facts are
the facts and you write it the way it
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His career as an outdoor writer has allowed Bob Humphrey to pursue whitetail deer
across the United States. He shot this fine buck in 2008 while hunting Turley Ranch near
Durham, Oklahoma.
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is. The outdoor industry is a very,
very small community. If you alter
the facts, somebody is going to call
you on it. Then you don’t have a good
name and you don’t have work.” His
approach to hunter ethics follows
the same path. “Before I ever became
an outdoor writer I believed very
strongly in hunter ethics, so it’s not
any great struggle for me to continue
that way. I can’t afford to have any
sort of violation, to bend the law or
look the other way.”

Because advertising pays part of
a consumer publication’s costs, I
asked Humphrey how he handles
product promotion within hunting
articles. “It becomes very obvious
when someone is including gratu-
itous advertising in a story. There is a
way to do it subtly, where it doesn’t
stick out like a crow in a glass of milk.
Sometimes it’s difficult because as
writers we may go on a hunt that’s
paid for by someone in the industry.
They expect some sort of return on
that but we can’t just say ‘I hoisted
my Nikon 10x50 binoculars and
looked  through the crystal clear
glass before I hoisted my Ruger 77
Mark 2:’ You know that just won’t
pass the straight face test.  But if you
shoot a deer with a PSE bow and you
pose for a picture while holding the
bow with the dead deer, you paid

your debt to the manufac-
turer:  You haven’t tried to
pull the wool over anyone’s
eyes.”

Humphrey has learned
to look for the story within
a story, so a hunt that does-
n’t work out as far as game
taken can still result in an
interesting article. “This is
a perfect example. I did a
turkey hunt in Alabama
and my guide was an ex-
archeologist. He went to
school, studied and just
didn’t get a job so he
became a hunting guide.
So we’re walking around
this place and the morning
hunt is over and he starts
looking down for arrow-
heads.  He starts to explain
to me the Indian culture
whose people lived in this

area. And he finds a shard of pottery
and tells me the story of how it was
made and how this was 1,000 years
earlier than the arrowheads he’s
been finding. And so I wrote a story
about that. I didn’t kill a turkey but I
had a great story about walking
around with this archeologist know-
ing that we weren’t the first people
that chased turkeys around this
place. It ran in Turkey Call.

When Humphrey and this
author were both starting our
careers in the outdoor writing field,
the top outdoor writers were some of
the most well-known people in the
industry. Now when you see people
lined up to get autographs at a sport
show or trade show, it’s typically
from the hosts of top-rated televi-
sion shows.  I asked how he views the
rise of hunting programs and the
struggles some magazines have
faced to maintain their page count
and advertising revenue.

“Videos and television have
turned hunting into a spectator
sport, which it was never meant to
be,” Humphrey commented. Instead
of reading a hunting story and trying
to visualize in their mind’s eye what
it was like for the author to experi-
ence what he or she did, “the person
is sitting on a couch watching some-
body do something that really

Humphrey with his first antelope, another bow kill.
Hunts where he takes an animal are the easiest to write
articles from, but this writer has also become adept at
finding “the story within the story.”
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should be a very personal experi-
ence. Now some of these people do a
really good job about educating
viewers about the the right way to
hunt, the proper techniques, the
proper equipment. Some of them
are just straight shills, selling prod-
uct which in some cases they never
even use.”

Humphrey is honest enough to
say he may be feeling a little jealous
about the attention paid to the top
hunting show hosts. “They have
become the stars, the super stars.
Before the writers were celebrities
and now they’ve really been pushed
aside.” Yet he offered some very
practical reasons for manufacturers
to pay attention to the print media
representatives when they are
approached at a show or contacted
by phone.

“I have walked into a booth, have
had people see my media badge and
actually turn away from me. I’ve actu-
ally had people break off in the middle
of a conversation to talk to somebody
else, a dealer, who may be there to

order six bows. Meanwhile I’m
going to do a review in a maga-
zine that reaches 357,000 read-
ers. All they have to do is go to
the show with a press kit, or
even just a CD with text and
images. Have it ready and
hand it to me when I ask. Or if
they want to tell me about the
product, they can spend 5, 10,
15 minutes selling it to me, and
I’ll help them sell it to the con-
sumers.”

“Or if somebody calls you
on the phone and says, ‘I
write the 2010 arrow buyer’s
guide, could you please send
me some information on your
new products,’ then SEND IT.
Don’t make me pursue you
and beg for it,” Humphrey contin-
ued. “What does it cost to place a
quarter page advertisement in a
glossy national magazine, versus the
10 minutes it takes to burn a CD and
put it in the mail, or even less time to
send it to me by email.”

“One more thing,” Humphrey
added. “Manufacturers should not
be offended if they get left out of a
particular story. Number one, we
make mistakes. Number two, your
PR person may never have sent the
information. And number three, it is
very hard to keep track of everybody.

In archery alone, I’ve got to cover
bows, arrow rests, sights, quivers,
etc. Contrast that with somebody
who works for a scent control com-
pany, who only has to know 10 or 12
writers and provide information to
them to get their story out. It’s a lot
easier for them to come to me than
for me to contact everybody in that
category.”

Editor’s Note: You can learn
more about Humphrey’s work and
the numerous awards he’s won for it
by visiting bobhumphrey.com
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Humphrey says his
other two passions
besides hunting are
family and coaching. At
left, he’s seen coaching
his daughter’s softball
team. Below, he and
wife Jane are shown
with daughter Helen
and son Ben the night
Ben’s team won the
minor league champi-
onship.
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